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Abstract
This paper discusses about graph labeling. We will find edge
magic total labeling of cycle and expanding cycle graph. In the final,
we investigate the critical set of edge magic total labeling on cycle
and expanding cycle graph.
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1. Introduction
Let G = (V,E) be a finite simple and undirected graphs. That is to say,
they contain neither loops nor multiple edges. The graph have vertex-
set V (G) and edge-set E(G), and we denote |V (G)| and |E(G)| by p and q
respectively. Graph Labeling is giving a label at vertices and edges of graph,
so that each vertices and each edges having different label. Generally, label
uses positive integer.
∗This paper has been published on Names Conference 2009, UnLam, Banjarmasin,
July 3th − 4st 2009.
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Several ways to labeling graph, labeling by domain from set of vertices,
set of edges or both which generally referred as vertices labeling, edges
labeling and total labeling. At this paper, we will present total labeling,
especially edge-magic total labeling (EMTL) on cycle graph.
The edge-magic total labeling is sum of edges label and vertices label
which adjacent at edges always equal for each edges. The sum is named
magic number with symbol a letter k. Idea of labeling is defined first by
[3] at 1960 and here in after [2] made a formula at 1970. A graph is called
disconnected if its vertex-set can be partitioned into two subsets, V1 and
V2, which have no common element, in such a way that there is no edge
with one endpoint in V1 and the other in V2; if a graph is not disconnected,
then it is connected. A cycle graph Cn is connected graph that have n
vertex and n edges.
Definition of edge-magic total labeling and super edge-magic total la-
beling:
Definition 1.1 [4] Edge-Magic Total Labeling An edge-magic total labeling
of a (p, q)-graph G is bijective function
λ : V (G) ∪ E(G)→ {1, 2, 3, . . . , p+ q}
such that
λ(u) + λ(uv) + λ(v) = k
k is a constant for any edge uv of G and is called the magic sum of G. Any
graph with an edge-magic total labeling will be called edge-magic. Morever,
λ is a super-edge-magic total labeling of G if λ(V (G)) = {1, 2, 3, . . . , p+ q},
and G is said to be super-edge-magic.
For each graph, we number all vertex and edges, we call these numbers
positions. Thus, a graph labeling can be represented as a set of ordered
pairs of position and its label.
A critical set of a graph G with labeling λ is a set Qλ = {(x, y)|x, y ∈
{1, 2, 3, . . . , p+q}, with the oredered pair (x, y) represents label y in position
x, which satisfy [5]
a. λ is the only labeling of G which has label y in position x
b. No proper subset of Qλ
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2. Edge-Magic Total Labeling
Cycle graph is including graph regular, that is graph having same degree,
usually notation of cycle graph with Cn. A cycle graph is connected graph
that have n vertices and n edges.
Theorem 2.1 [1] Every cycle graph Cn has an edge-magic total labeling
with range of magic sum is
5n+ 3
2
≤ k ≤ 7n+ 3
2




≤ k ≤ 7n+ 2
2
, with n is even
Figure 1: EMTL Cycle graph with k = 14 and k = 19
Theorem 2.2 Expanding cycle graph Cn plus a edge has an edge-magic
total labeling with range of magic sum is
5n2 + 7n+ 8
2(n+ 1)
≤ k ≤ 7n
2 + 17n+ 4
2(n+ 1)
Proof: Lets Sv denote the sum of vertex labels and Se denote the sum of
the edge labels in a edge-magic labeling λ. In the expanding cycle graph,
sum of vertex is p = n and sum of edge is q = p+ 1. Therefore, k as magic
sum of G is
(n+ 1)k = 2Sv + Se + vi + vj
= Sv + 1 + 2 + . . .+ (2n+ 1) + vi + vj
= Sv + 2n
2 + 3n+ 1 + vi + vj
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Among the labels, write S for the set {vi|1 ≤ i ≤ n} of vertex labels, and
k for the sum of elements of S. Then S can consist of the smallest labels,
the largest labels, or somewhere in between, so
1+2+3+ . . .+n+3 ≤ Sv+vi+vj ≤ (n+2)+(n+3)+ . . .+(2n+1)+4n+1
or
n2 + n+ 6
2
≤ Sv + vi + vj ≤ 3n
2 + 11n+ 2
2
or
5n2 + 7n+ 8
2(n+ 1)
≤ k ≤ 7n
2 + 17n+ 4
2(n+ 1)
Theorem 2.3 Expanding cycle graph Cn plus a edge has an super edge-
magic total labeling with range of magic sum is
5n2 + 7n+ 12
2(n+ 1)
≤ k ≤ 5n
2 + 11n+ 4
2(n+ 1)
Proof: Lets Sv denote the sum of vertex labels and Se denote the sum of
the edge labels in a edge-magic labeling λ . In the expanding cycle graph,
sum of vertex is p = n and sum of edge is q = p+ 1. Therefore, k as magic
sum of G is
(n+ 1)k = 2Sv + Se + vi + vj
= 2(1 + 2 + · · ·+ n) + (n+ 1) + (n+ 2) + . . .+ (2n+ 1) + vi + vj
= 5n2 + 7n+ 6 + vi + vj
Among the labels, write S for the set {vi|1 ≤ i ≤ n} of vertex labels, and k for
the sum of elements of S. Then S can consist of the smallest labels, the largest
labels, or somewhere in between, so
1 + 2 ≤ vi + vj ≤ n+ (n− 1)
or
3 ≤ vi + vj ≤ 2n− 1
or
5n2 + 7n+ 12
2(n+ 1)
≤ k ≤ 5n
2 + 11n+ 4
2(n+ 1)
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Figure 2: EMTL Expanding Cycle Graph with k = 14, k = 19 and k = 17
Figure 3: Positon and Labeling of Expanding Cycle Graph
3. Critical set
Figure 3(a), shows of position label of vertices and edges, such that we have edge-
magic total labeling of expanding cycle (Figure 3 (b)) with position is
L1 = {(1, 1), (2, 5), (3, 13), (4, 2), (5, 4), (6, 8), (7, 7),
(8, 9), (9, 3), (10, 10), (11, 6), (12, 12), (13, 11)}
and position label of vertices and edges, such that we have edge-magic total label-
ing with position of another expanding cycle (Figure 3 (b)) is
L1 = {(1, 1), (2, 7), (3, 9), (4, 6), (5, 2), (6, 12), (7, 3),
(8, 10), (9, 4), (10, 6), (11, 5), (12, 11), (13, 13)}
If Q is critical set and minimal number of critical set in expanding cycle graph that
have many variation, big more and more expanding cycle more and more many
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critical set members and critical set of expanding cycle are
Q1 = {(1,1),(2,5)}
Q2 ={(1,1),(2,7)}
obviously after reconstruction, Q2 have more than one edge-magic total labeling,
which are
L11 = {(1, 1), (2, 7), (3, 9), (4, 6), (5, 2), (6, 12), (7, 3),
(8, 10), (9, 4), (10, 6), (11, 5), (12, 11), (13, 13)}
L12 = {(1, 1), (2, 7), (3, 12), (4, 3), (5, 5), (6, 9), (7, 6),
(8, 4), (9, 10), (10, 2), (11, 8), (12, 11), (13, 13)}
L13 = {(1, 1), (2, 7), (3, 12), (4, 5), (5, 3), (6, 9), (7, 8),
(8, 2), (9, 10), (10, 4), (11, 6), (12, 13), (13, 11)}
so Q2 is not critical set because the reconstruction is not unique, but Q1 is critical
set because reconstruction of Q1 only one construction.
4. Conclusion
Critical set of expanding cycle graph depended on position and label of position,
but expanding cycle graph in form of circle hence distance of position which and
label influencing from to the number of members of critical set.
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